SREA To Build Mirror Motown In China
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SREA ventures to Build a mirror of Detroit's "Motown" in China. The facility will be used as a motor exhibition center for domestic and international motor shows, showrooms of major China automobile, auto’s parts and peripherals manufactures. This is huge! Get on SREA Tuesday!
Interest in finding water on exoplanets runs high. Spotts signs of water in deep space. Astronomers have uncovered what they say is the first convincing evidence for water vapor in the atmosphere of a planet beyond our solar system.

"You don't grow seven different kinds of chilies unless you're cooking some pretty interesting food," she notes.

"If your outside job was more lucrative, you quit baseball," Mr. The results appear in this week's Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

"The Holy Grail for today's planet hunters is to find an Earthlike planet that also has water in its atmosphere."

Scientists with the Smithsonian Institution and the University of Michigan have discovered ancient dried chilies in a cave in the Valley of Oaxaca in southern Mexico. The results appear in this week's Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences.

The astronomy team, led by scientists at the European Space Agency and University College London, used NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope for the study. Water is a key ingredient for organic life. These and other results appear in the August issue of the journal Population Research and Policy Review.
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Researchers now are learning that the use of mixtures of chilies enjoy at least a millennium-old pedigree. The results appear in this week's Proceedings of the National Academy of Science.
The astronomy team, led by scientists at the European Space Agency and University College London, used NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope for the study. In seven years, some of the players you cheered may be off selling cars or opening restaurants.

"If your outside job was more lucrative, you quit baseball," Mr. This approach would have led to a more varied diet and to a form of natural crop insurance.
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That’s the implication of a study by three researchers at the University of Colorado at Boulder's Institute of Behavioral Science. But baseball careers are growing longer, notes William Witnauer, a grad student who did the research for his master's degree.

Water is a key ingredient for organic life. As the planet passed in front of its star, the "backlighting" revealed features in the spectrum of the planet’s atmosphere characteristic of water. Water is a key ingredient for organic life.
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